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In this paper we give an integral representation of the solutions of the analytic 
Cauchy problem for Tricomi’s equation: 
%!x - x . u,, = 0, 24 Is = f(Y), % Is = g(Y), (CP) 
where the initial manifold S is the transition (or sonic) line x = 0 and, f(y) 
and g(y) are analytic of which analytic continuations into the complex plane 
are entire functions of exponential type. Though, about this problem, an 
important investigation has already done by Bergman ([l], cf., also [2], Chapter 
V), we give a result from a different standpoint. We only use Cauchy’s integral 
formula and the Bore1 transformation. 
In various branches of mathematics and mechanics, the importance of the 
concept of generating functions has been recognized from old times. About 
twenty years ago, Boas and Buck published a short book [4] in which the results 
about relations between generating functions and entire functions from a new 
point of view were mainly studied. Our investigation in the second section is 
suggested by their book. 
On the other hand, Tricomi’s equation plays an important role in the theory 
of two dimensional transonic gas dynamics. It also fascinates many mathe- 
maticians for its special type; a partial differential equation of mixed type. 
Recently we comprehend the importance of the equation of Tricomi type in 
the theory of diffraction phenomena of waves, too. 
For these reasons the author thinks that it makes sense to connect the above 
two branches. Though we shall see later (Remark 1.6) that our method is ap- 
plicable for the general class of equations treated by Bergman [l], but, for the 
importance mentioned above of Tricomi’s equation, we state some results only 
for Tricomi’s case. In this short note we shall state the integral representation 
by means of the generating functions and so we shall see the solutions concretely. 
In the second section we shall touch some properties of the solutions derived 
from the generating relations. 
The author wishes to thank Dr. N. Kidokoro for his patient encouragement. 
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I. GENERATING FUNCTIONS AND INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIOM 
From now on we consider the problem (CP) in the two dimensional complex 
space C2(x,y) into which it is naturally extended. Since the equation is linear 
and homogeneous, the solution of (CP) will be obtained as the sum of the two 
solutions ur and u2 which will satisfy the conditions: 
%(O, Y) = f(Y), + (0, y) = 0, ( Wl 
742(O,Y) = 0, $ (07 Y) = g(Y)- ((3-92 
Now we consider the solutions u1 and u2 when the initial data are monomials: 
f(Y) = Y”, (WY 
g(y) = Y”. (VP): 
The following lemma is obtained by an elementary calculation and is easy to 
check it. 









where z = 4x3/(9y2) and F(a, /I, y; x) is th.e hypergeometric function. 
Remark 1.2. These are only polynomials. We can represent those by 
Jacobi’s polynomial, e.g., ut” = y2mm!(l - z)” . Pk1/3~-1/2)((1 + z)/(l - .a))/ 
(8)m, where (Y)~ is the binomial coefficient y(y + 1) ... (y + m - 1). 
Now we calculate the generating functions for the solutions ui (i = 1, 2) by 
Lemma 1.1. 
gOynLF(-m/2, -(m - 1)/2, y; z)w”/m! 
= OFI(y; x3w2/9) . eyw, (1.3) 
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where [m/2] is the maximum integer which does not exceed m/2 and ,,F, is the 
generalized hypergeometric function of type (0, 1). Since f(y) and g(y) are 
entire functions of exponential type, they have the Taylor expansions 
~~=ofYW”/m! -+ CZo g(O)y”l m! of which radii of convergence are both co. 
Let the Bore1 transforms off and g be F(w) and G(ru), respectively-: 
F(w) = f fyO)/W”+l, G(w) = 2 g(m)(0)/wn’+l. (1.4) 
m=O Wl=O 
By applying the Cauchy’s integral formula and considering (1.1) ( I .3) and (1.4), 
we formally obtain 
ul(x, y) = & IF oFl (; ; F) . t+‘F(w) dw. 
Sincef(y) is an entire function of exponential type 7 (0 < 7 < co), i.e., a func- 
tion of order 1 and type not exceeding 7, or of order less than 1, the radius of 
convergence of F(w) is at least T (e.g., [3], pp. 73). Thus, if we take r = 
{I w I = 7 $ E, E > 0}, the right hand side of (1.5) represents the proper 
solution of (CP), which is entire in the variables x and y, for the kernel is an 
entire function in x, y and w. 
THEOREM I .3. Let f(y) be an entire function of exponential type T and F(w) 
be the Bore1 transform off(y), then the solution of the problem (CP), has the above 
integral representation (1.5). 
Similarly, from (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4), we obtain: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let g(y) be an entire function of exponential type u and G(w) 
be the Bore1 transform of g(y), then the solution of the problem (CP), has the 
following solution: 
%(X, Y) = & lr, oFl (4 ; ?g) . evWG(w) dw 
where I” = (1 w / = u + 8, 6 > O}. 
Remark 1.5. If x = 0, then the representation in Theorem 1.3 reduces to 
the well-known Polya representation ([3], pp. 74). 
Remark 1.6. In his paper [l], Bergman studied a more general class of 
equations of mixed type. Our method is applicable to that. For example, if we 
take the equation u,, - x%,~ = 0, the solution corresponding to that in 
Lemma 1.1 is 
* zl, = y”F(-m/2, -(m - 1)/2, (s + l)/(s + 2); 4xSt2/((s + 2)2y2)). 
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Thus the kernel of the integral representation is 
oFl((s + l)/(s + 2); xsi2w2/(s + 2)“) . eYzc. 
2. POLYNOMIAL EXPANSIONS OF u(x,y) 
In this section we consider the expansion of the solution ur(~,y) by the 
polynomials stated in Lemma I. 1 when one of the variables x or y is fixed. Of 
course, for us(x, y), we can make exactly the same discussion. From now on we 
simply denote u1 by u. First we fix y = yu arbitrarily. Then, in our case, 
Bergman’s theorem ([l], Theorem 3.2) says that, for Re x < 0, u(.x, y,,) is an 
entire function of order 8 and type not exceeding (g)~, or of order less than 3 . 
Though the similar calculation also derives the same result for Re s :: 0, but, 
for convenience, we give a simple proof by an elementary method. 
Let f(y) be of order exactly 1, i.e., lim sup%+& n . log n/log(n!/l f(‘“)(O)i) = 1. 
Thus, for small positive E and for the infinite of n, 1 f(“)(O)] < n!/r~/(l-‘). Since 
the sequence {n!/n”} is monotonically decreasing, we may take E so small that 
{n!/~/(r+~)) preserves the same property. By Theorem 1.2, we know that: 
where y = $. The above choice of E leads that 
1 jl u31n / > (Y)~ m! 9”(2,)2”‘(1ic)i((2m)! elyol). 
Let p be the order of u(x, yO). Then, 
P = li?lf_;=;upl3m * log WWll a3m III 
-<, li~_s~p[3m 1 log 3m/log{(r)., m! 9m(2,)2ml(1+s)/((2m)! ei~o~)}] 
:= #(I -+ c). 
Thus, p < $. Now we assume p = #. Let f(y) be of order 1 and type exactly 
7 = lim SUP+,~ / f’“)(O)lil”, we obtain 1 f(“)(O)\ < (T + c)” for small positive E 
and for infinitely many n. Let (I be the type of 11(x, ye). Then, 
$ . eo = liciszp 3m 1 u3m j11(21n) 
< lim sup 3m * m--> m [ 
(T + c)2m e (T+E)Ilol 1/(2m) 
(r)m m! 9” 1 
1122”e(5+‘)jlol [lmn] 
= liygY+ + c) [ (& m! I 
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By applying Stirling’s formula to (Y)~ = r(y + m)/Q) and nz!, we obtain 
(#)eu < (T + l )e. Since E is arbitrary, it follows that (T < (8)~. Thus: 
LEMMA 2.1 (Bergman). u(x, y,,) is of order t and type not exceeding ($+, or 
of order less than 3 for arbitrary y,, in C. 
Now we consider the following problem: What a class of entire functions 
{u(~)} is representable, with the kernel Y((s2/9) = Cz=, Us, * (3/S)” = 
o&(y; (x”w”)/9) (s = x3’% ul,,, = l&4,4, by 
where U(w) = Cz=, Us,,@+1 and P is an admissible path. Formally it follows 
that ~(9) = Cz=, Us,Ya, . (x3/9)“. W e can rewrite this relation in the 
following form. 
24(x") = f z43m(X3j9)m 
WI=0 
(2-l) 
U(w) = f ~3ml(~3m~2m+1). 
m=0 
DEFINITION 2.2 ([4], pp. 6). W e d enote by K, the class of entire functions 
~(2) such that, for some numbers OL and M, 
1 U(Y%?-)I < MY(c?Y3/9), rt 03, 
and call KY the class of functions of finite Y-type. The infimum of ar for which 
the above inequality holds is the Y-type of u. We denote by KY(~) the class of 
functions whose Y-type is 01 or less. 
Now we recall that the function fl,(y; x) is of the growth (4 ,2) in x (this fact 
is easily obtained by means of Stirling’s formula). Therefore oF,(y; a2x3/9) is of 
the growth ($ , ($)a) in x. Thus we obtain: 
LEMMA 2.3. A function ~(9) which belongs to KY(~) is an entire function of 
order 3 and type not exceeding ($)a, or of order less than 8 in the variable x. 
With slight modifications, Nachbin’s theorem ([4], pp. 6-7) is stated as 
follows (e.g., we change the notations fn lu, , yn , d, and etc. in [4] by us, , 
Y 2m , 3/3m = min,,, Y(x3/9) . (x3/9)-“, d,, = Y2(m--l)/Y2m and etc., respec- 
tively). 
LEMMA 2.4. 4x”) = c:=o %f&q9)m is of Y-type 01 ;f and only if 
lim supmqm 1 u3JYzm /1/(2m) = oi. 
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From this lemma and (2.1) U(w) converges in 1 w 1 > 01 if u belongs to 
J&(4. 
Now we return to the solution of Tricomi’s equation. For arbitrarilly fixed 
y,, EC, u(x, ye) belongs to I&(T) by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, where T is 
the type off(y). On the other hand the generating relation (1.3) is rewritten as 
follows. 
,F,(y; x3wz/9) = 1 z4nL(x, yo) wl”j(m! eyP) 
VC=” 
(2.2) 
Thus, by applying the above discussion for u(x, y,,) and noting that ey@’ has no 
zero, we obtain: 
THEOREM 2.5. u(x, y,J has the following convergent polynomial expansion 
u(x, yo) = 2 M&U(X, Yo)) . U?YX, y,,)i(2m)! 
m=o 
where 
l%f3m(~(X, yo)) = & j,. -$$' y"); w) dw, 
U(u(x, Yo); w) is defined &y the reZation (2.1) in case u(X”) = u(x, yo) and r is a 
circumference / w ~ = p > 7. 
Next we consider the case where x = x0 fixed. In this case the relation (1.3) 
is so-called Appell’s relation ([4], Sect. 9). The similar calculation to that in 
Lemma 2.1, or by Bergman’s theorem ([l], Theorem 3.2), also shows that: 
LEMMA 2.6. u(x, , y) is an entire function of exponential type at most T for 
arbitrary x0 in C. 
Thus, as the direct conclusion of Theorem 9.2 in [4], we obtain: 
THEOREM 2.7. u(xo , y) has the convergent polynomial expansion 
4x0 P Y> = f ~73Wo j Y)) * u,n(xo , y)/n! 
TL=O 
where 
B(u(xo , y); w) is the Bore1 transform of u(xo , y) and r is a circumference \ w / = 
p > T on which ,F,($; xo3w2/9) # 0. 
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Remark 2.8. We recall the relation d;;(Q; --x2/4) = 2r(Q) . /-i,a(x)/~-~‘~ 
and the fact that the Bessel function J-r/s(x) has infinitely many zero points on 
the real axis. Therefore, in Theorem 2.7, there exist infinitely many different 
expansions according to the various choices of the path I’. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
To show how Theorems 1.3 and 2.5 look like, we compute the most typical 
example f(y) = 6” (0 < r < oo). By Theorem 1.3, we already know that 
Since f(2m+n)(0) = 72m+n, we obtain 
ul(X, y) = oFl (5 ; F) * e*Y. 
Next we calculate M2, in Theorem 2.5. In the present case, U(w) in (2.1) 
can be written as follows. 
U(w) = eryo t & . 
V&=0 
Therefore it follows that 
Noting that the residue appears in case 2m + n = 2k, we obtain 
= 2r2meT% - cosh(Ty,). 
Thus, by Theorem 2.5, 
Ul(X, yo) = eT%$l (f ; +) 
m T2mu;m(.q yo) 
= 2e% cosh(Tyo) C - (2m), - . 
?lZ=O 
409/69/z-19 
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Furthermore, by cancelling eTy@, we obtain 
oF, (5 ; +) = 2 cosh(7.y,) 2 T%~(x, yJ(2m)!. 
??kO 
We note that the left hand side of this relation does not depend on y. . 
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